Evolving the Microsoft
Partner Network programs
The Microsoft Cloud Partner Program is aimed at all partners in the ecosystem, regardless of
whether they develop services, software solutions or devices they develop and sell.

Agenda
•
•

Overview
Solution Designation Areas
–
–
–
–
–
–

•
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Solutions Partner for Infrastructure (Azure)
Solutions Partner for Data & AI (Azure)
Solutions Partner for Digital and App Innovation (Azure)
Solutions Partner for Modern Work
Solutions Partner for Security
Solutions Partner for Business Applications

Links & Certification Overview Tech Data Academy

DISCLAIMER
All content, dates & requirements of this
walking deck are subject to change
We have outlined the status as of May 2022
Source: The Microsoft Cloud Partner Program - Learn more on the partner website
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Focusing on customer needs and your growth
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Simplifying
our programs

Delivering greater
customer value

Investing in your
growth in new ways

You have time
to prepare

Our programs A new single
tier solutions partner
designation, aligned to six
solution areas and the
Microsoft Cloud.
Demonstrate your
organization’s capabilities in
delivering customer success
aligned to how Microsoft
goes to market and where
there is customer demand.

Introducing a new partner
capability score that
holistically measures your
organization’s technical
capabilities to drive
customer success.

We are making investments
to help encourage business
development, increase
customer reach, and
expansion through technical
skilling and enablement.

We are providing you with six
months’ notice before these
changes begin. Start now
and review what these
changes mean for your
organization and assess how
they align to your strategic
business plans.

The Solution Partner Designations

* Partners who earn all 6 Solution Partner Specializations receive the Microsoft Cloud Badge.
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How Competencies map to Solution Partner Designations
LEGACY COMPETENCIES

SOLUTIONS PARTNER DESIGNATIONS

• Cloud Platform
• Datacenter

Solutions partner for Infrastructure (Azure)

• Application Integration
• Data Analytics
• Data Platform

Solutions partner for Data & AI (Azure)

• Application Development
• Application Integration
• DevOps

Solutions partner for Digital & App Innovation (Azure)

•
•
•
•
•
•

Solutions partner for Modern Work

Cloud Productivity
Collaboration and Content
Communications
Messaging
Small & Midmarket Cloud Solutions
Windows & Devices

Specialized
and expert
programs

• Enterprise Mobility Management
• Security

Solutions partner for Security

• Cloud Business Applications
• Enterprise Ressource Planning (ERP)
• Project Portfolio Management

Solutions partner for Business Applications
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Timeline
16.3.2022
• Microsoft announces plan for new
solutions partner designations.
• Partners will be able to check their
progress towards attaining a
designation through Partner Center.
• Partners will have six months’
notice before designations are
available and existing competencies
are no longer available.

30.9.2022
• Last day partners can renew legacy
competencies. Associated badging
will no longer be valid from October,
but partners can retain their benefits.

03.10.2022
• Solution Partner Designation will be displayed
starting October 3rd.
• Solutions partner designations are available to
attain.
• Partners will need to meet the required partner
capability score to attain solutions partner
designations.
• No further competency renewals will be processed.
• Benefits associated with legacy competencies
continue through the partners’ next anniversary date.

TIP:
Check your progress right now:
Log in to the Partner Center
And see directly how far you
are
• Workspace view must be
used
• "MPN Partner Admin" or
"Global Admin" role must be
available

On the Partner's first reprofiling date after October 3, 2022:
• Partners who purchase Solution Partner Designation are free to choose to move to the upgraded Solution Partner benefits or keep their older benefits and pay the
appropriate fee.
• Partners who do not qualify for Solution Partner Designation but have renewed a competency by Sept. 30, 2022, have the option to continue to pay the fee and benefit from
their older benefits. One-time reprofiling without a badge is also possible after Oct. 3.
• Cost:
The fee is based on the fee for a Gold competency. This is due once and NOT per Designation
• Display of Silver or Gold Competence:
After 9/30, Silver and Gold competencies may no longer be displayed. However, the benefits will continue.
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Transition & Incentives
The Microsoft Cloud Partner Program launch is approached with considerable support for partners, as well as ample time to adjust.
All partners can access the new developed dashboard in the Partner Center to see their progress toward a solutions partner designation.
Beyond gaining access to the previously mentioned dashboard, there are no immediate changes for partners.
And prior to October 2022, there will be no impact to partners’ business or program status — including anniversary dates — and no reduction in benefits.

Microsoft is investing more time in the benefits program to ensure that every partner has a chance to participate in the opportunity to grow and accelerate.
Benefits are updated to ensure:
•
•
•

Partners will be able to renew the benefits they’re currently using, while also taking advantage of new benefits packages customized to meet their
unique needs based on their business focus.
Partners will continue to receive internal use rights licenses (IURs), including on-premises licenses, cloud service subscriptions and Azure credits,
although IURs will be now called “Product Benefits.”
No partner’s incentive eligibility will change in the 2023 investments and incentives program year, which runs from October 2022 to September 2023.

During this time, Microsoft will continue to recognize partner commitment and growth with programmatic incentives as part of the Microsoft Commercial
Incentives program.

Source: Evolving Microsoft Partner Network programs for partner growth and customer success - The Official Microsoft Blog
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How to attain a Solutions Partner Designation
Each area will have a specific number of possible points. You have the flexibility to focus more on one category versus another depending on what is right for your business.

A minimum of 70
points must be
earned, with points
in each category.
There are 100
points possible in
total.

Performance

Skilling

Customer success

This category is
measured by net
customer adds.

This category verifies
and demonstrates
your dedication to
skilling and training by
intermediate and
advanced
certifications.

This category is
measured by usage
growth and the
number of solution
deployments.

Admins can sign into Partner Center to see how your organization is progressing towards a solutions partner designation
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Partner capability score: Alignment across the Microsoft Cloud
70+ points
With >0 points for
each metric meets
requirements for
Solutions partner

Performance

Solutions Partner für Business
Applications

Solutions Partner für Modern
Work

Solutions Partner für Security

Solutions Partner für
Infrastructure, Data & AI und
Digital App Innovation (Azure)

Net customer
adds

Net customer
adds

20 Pkt

Net customer
adds

20 Pkt

Net customer
adds

10 Pkt

Intermediate Certs

40 Pkt

Intermediate Certs

Skilling
Advanced Certs

Usage Growth

15 Pkt

20 Pkt

Intermediate Certs

15 Pkt

Advanced Certs

15 Pkt

30 Pkt

Usage Growth

30 Pkt

Usage Growth

20 Pkt

Deployments

25 Pkt

Deployments

Intermediate Certs

30 Pkt

20 Pkt

Advanced Certs

20 Pkt

20 Pkt

Usage Growth

20 Pkt

20 Pkt

Deployments

10 Pkt

Customer Success
Deployments

It makes no difference whether a Solution Partner Designation is obtained with 71 or with 100 points..
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Solutions Partner for Infrastructure (Azure)

Solutions Partner for Infrastructure (Azure)
As a Solutions partner for Infrastructure, you demonstrate your broad capability to help customers accelerate migration of key infrastructure
workloads to Microsoft Azure. Becoming a Solutions partner for Infrastructure gives customers a way to identify you as a partner that has both the
commitment to training and accreditation and has delivered solutions that lead to customer success..
If these activities describe the work that you do, consider Solutions partner for Infrastructure (Azure):
•

Designing, implementing, operating, and optimizing customers’ Infrastructure (Azure) architecture, cost, and
security.

•

Migrating and modernizing customers infrastructure (Azure) for virtualized workloads (including SAP) and
virtual desktop environments.

•

Onboarding and management of high-performance computing workloads in Azure.

•

Management, governance, security and DevOps (on-premises, cloud and multi-cloud) with Azure Arc

For more information about measurements specific to Solutions partner for Infrastructure (Azure),click here
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Requirements for Infrastructure (Azure)
Three categories make up the framework for Solutions partner for Infrastructure (Azure): performance, skilling, and
customer success. Points will be earned through performance, certifications and exams and the number of successful deployed customer solutions

Underlying data source

Eligible attributions

Threshold

Performance
Net Customer Adds

Max Points

30
Azure Health Report

PAL, POR, CSP

3

Skilling

30
40

*Intermediate
Certifications

Azure Network Engineer Associate (AZ-700) OR
Azure Stack Hub Operator Associate (AZ-600) OR
Windows Server Hybrid Administrator Associate (AZ-800/ AZ-801)

20
N/A

**Advanced
Certifications

Azure virtual Desktop Speciality (AZ-140) OR
Azure for SAP Workloads Speciality (AZ-120)

N/A

20

Customer Success

30

Usage Growth

Azure Health Report

PAL, DPOR, CSP

20%

20

Deployments

Azure Health Report

PAL, DPOR, CSP

5

10

Total

100

Minimum total points required for Solutions partner designation

70

*Intermediate Certifications: Must have 2 Azure Administrator certifications (AZ-104) to be eligible.
**Advanced Certifications: Must have 2 Azure Solutions Architect Expert certifications (AZ-305) to be eligible
All dates and requirements subject to change.
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Requirements for Infrastructure (Azure): Performance

Net customer adds – M365
•

Net Customer Adds from the trailing 12 months.

•

Net Customer Adds = End of Period (EOP) customers (new tenants from past 12 months) above thresholds –EOP customers below thresholds for
two consecutive months.

•

Threshold: A consuming customer is defined by having ACR >= $1,000/month.

•

A customer drop (churn) is calculated if the customer drops below the monthly threshold for a consecutive2 months.

*All dates and requirements subject to change.
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Requirements for Infrastructure (Azure): Skilling

Intermediate Certifications

Advanced Certifications

•

Requires 2 Azure Administrator Associate (AZ-104) certifications
to qualify.

•

Requires 2 Azure Solutions Architect Expert (AZ-305) certifications
to qualify.

•

# of individuals certified with any of the following:

•

# of individuals certified with any of the following:

•
•
•

Azure Network Engineer Associate (AZ-700) OR
Azure Stack Hub Operator Associate (AZ-600) OR
Windows Server Hybrid Administrator Associate (AZ800/801)

*All dates and requirements subject to change.
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•
•

Azure Virtual Desktop Specialty (AZ-140) OR
Azure for SAP Workloads Specialty (AZ-120)

Requirements for Infrastructure (Azure): Customer Success

Number of deployed solutions

ACR Growth (YoY)

•

•

20% growth Year over Year =ACR today – ACR from 12 months ago
divided by ACR from 12 months ago x 100.

•

Requires Min. threshold of $1K ACR

•

Total number of advanced Azure services represented in ACR
(Service Level 2) over the last 12 months (one point for any one of
the below, max of 5 points).
Service Level 2 = all except:
• Virtual Machines
• Virtual Machines License

*All dates and requirements subject to change.
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Solutions Partner for Data & AI
(Azure)

Solutions Partner for Data & AI (Azure)
As a Solutions partner for Data & AI (Azure), you demonstrate your broad capability to help customers manage their data across multiple systems to
build analytics and AI solutions. Becoming a Solutions partner for Data & AI (Azure) gives customers a way to identify you as a partner that has both
the commitment to training, accreditation, and has delivered solutions that lead to customer success.

If these activities describe the work that you do, consider Solutions partner for Data & AI (Azure):
•

Analyzing existing workloads, generating schema models, and performing extract, transform, load (ETL)
operations to migrate data to cloud-based data warehouses and enable cloud-based analytics solutions.

•

Planning and delivering tailored Microsoft analytics solutions using Azure Synapse Analytics, Azure Data
Lake, Azure Data Factory, and Azure Databricks.

•

Enabling customer adoption of Al and implementing Azure solutions for Alpowered apps and machine
learning life cycles

For more information about measurements specific to Solutions partner for Data & AI (Azure), click here
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Requirements for Data & AI (Azure)
Three categories make up the framework for Solutions Partner for Data & AI (Azure): Performance, skilling, and customer success. Points will be earned through
performance, certifications and exams and the number of successful deployed customer solutions.
Underlying data source

Eligible attributions

Threshold

Performance

Net Customer Adds

30

Azure Health Report

PAL, POR, CSP

3

Skilling

*Intermediate Certifications

**Advanced Certifications

30
40

Azure Database Administrator Associate (DP-300) OR
Azure AI Engineer Associate (AI-102) OR
Azure Data Scientist Associate (DP-100) OR
Azure Data Engineer Associate (DP-203) OR
Data Analyst Associate (PL-300)

20
N/A

Customer Data Platform Speciality (MB-260) OR
Azure Cosmos DB Developer Speciality (DP-420)

N/A

20

Customer success

30

Usage Growth

Azure Health Report

PAL, DPOR, CSP

20%

20

Deployments

Azure Health Report

PAL, DPOR, CSP

5

10

Total

100

Minimum total points required for solutions partner designation

70

*Intermediate Certifications: Must have 2 Azure Administrator certifications (AZ-104) to be eligible.
**Advanced Certifications: Must have 2 Azure Solutions Architect Expert certifications (AZ-305) to be eligible
All dates and requirements subject to change.
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Maxi Pointss

Requirements for Data & AI (Azure): Performance

Net customer adds – M365
•

Net Customer Adds from the trailing 12 months.

•

Net Customer Adds = End of Period (EOP) customers (new tenants from past 12 months) above thresholds –EOP customers below thresholds for
two consecutive months.

•

Threshold: A consuming customer is defined by having ACR >= $1,000/month.

•

A customer drop (churn) is calculated if the customer drops below the monthly threshold for a consecutive 2 months

*All dates and requirements subject to change.
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Requirements for Data & AI (Azure): Skilling

Intermediate Certifications

Advanced Certifications

•

Requires 2 Azure Administrator Associate (AZ-104) certifications to
qualify.

•

Requires 2 Azure Solutions Architect Expert (AZ-305) certifications
to qualify.

•

# of individuals certified with any of the following:

•

# of individuals certified with any of the following:

•
•
•
•
•

Azure Database Administrator Associate (DP-300)
Azure AI Engineer Associate (AI-102)
Azure Data Scientist Associate (DP-100)
Azure Data Engineer Associate (DP-203)
Data Analyst Associate (PL-300)

*All dates and requirements subject to change.
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•
•

Customer Data Platform Specialty (MB-260)
Azure Cosmos DB Developer Specialty (DP-420)

Requirements for Data & AI (Azure): Customer Success

Number of deployed solutions

ACR Growth (YoY)

•

Total number of advanced Azure services represented in ACR
(Service Level 2) over the last 12 months (one point for any one of
the below, max of 5 points).

• 20% growth Year over Year
=ACR today – ACR from 12 months ago divided by ACR from 12 months
ago x 100.

•

Service Level 2 = all except:
• Virtual Machines
• Virtual Machines Licenses

•

*All dates and requirements subject to change.
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Requires Min. threshold of $1K ACR.

Solutions Partner for Digital and
App Innovation (Azure)

Solutions Partner for Digital and App Innovation (Azure)
As a Solutions partner for Digital & App Innovation (Azure), you demonstrate your broad capability to help customers build, run, and manage
applications across multiple clouds, on-premises, and at the edge, with the tools and frameworks of your customer’s choice. Becoming a Solutions
partner for Digital & App Innovation (Azure) gives customers a way to identify you as a partner that has both the commitment to training,
accreditation, and has delivered solutions that lead to customer success.
If these activities describe the work that you do, consider Solutions partner for Digital & App Innovation (Azure):
•

Migrating and deploying production web application workloads, applying DevOps, and managing app
services in Azure

•

Managing production workloads in the cloud using containers and managing hosted Kubernetes
environments in Azure

•

Implementing secure DevOps practices and driving DevOps adoption while using Azure and GitHub

For more information about measurements specific to Solutions partner for Digital & App Innovation (Azure), click here.
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Requirements for Digital & App Innovation (Azure)
Three categories make up the framework for Solutions partner for Digital & App Innovation (Azure): performance, skilling, and customer
success. Points will be earned through performance, certifications and exams and the number of successful deployed customer solutions.

Underlying data source

Eligible attributions

Threshold

Performance
Net Customer Adds

30
Azure Health Report

PAL, POR, CSP

3

Skilling

30
40

*Intermediate
Certifications

Azure Developer Associate (AZ-204) OR
Power Platform Developer Associate ( PL-400)

**Advanced Certifications

Azure IoT Developer Speciality (AZ-220) OR
Azure DevOps Engineer Expert (AZ-400) OR
Power Platform Solution Architect Expert ( PL-600)

N/A

N/A

5 Unique
individuals

20

5 Unique
individuals

20

Customer Success

30

Usage Growth

Azure Health Report

PAL, DPOR, CSP

Deployments

Azure Health Report

PAL, DPOR, CSP

20
5

10

Total

100

Minimum total points required for solutions partner designation

70

*Intermediate Certifications: Must have 2 Azure Administrator certifications (AZ-104) to be eligible.
**Advanced Certifications: Must have 2 Azure Solutions Architect Expert certifications (AZ-305) to be eligible
All dates and requirements subject to change.
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Max Points

Requirements for Digital & App Innovation (Azure): Performance

Net customer adds – M365
•

Net Customer Adds from the trailing 12 months.

•

Net Customer Adds = End of Period (EOP) customers (new tenants from past 12 months) above thresholds –EOP customers below thresholds for
two consecutive months.

•

Threshold: A consuming customer is defined by having ACR >= $1,000/month.

•

A customer drop (churn) is calculated if the customer drops below the monthly threshold for a consecutive2 months.

*All dates and requirements subject to change.
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Requirements for Digital & App Innovation (Azure): Skilling

Intermediate Certifications

Advanced Certifications

•

Requires 2 Azure Administrator Associate (AZ-104) certifications
to qualify.

•

Requires 2 Azure Solutions Architect Expert (AZ305) certifications to qualify.

•

# of individuals certified with any of the following:
• Azure Developer Associate (AZ-204)
• Power Platform Developer Associate (PL-400)

•

# of individuals certified with any of the following:
• Azure IoT Developer Specialty (AZ-220);OR
• Azure DevOps Engineer Expert (AZ-400); OR
• Power Platform Solution Architect Expert (PL-600)

*All dates and requirements subject to change.
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Requirements for Digital & App Innovation (Azure): Customer Success

Number of deployed solutions

ACR Growth (YoY)

•

•

20% growth Year over Year =ACR today – ACR from 12 months
ago divided by ACR from 12 months ago x 100.

•

Requires Min. threshold of $1K ACR.

•

Total number of advanced Azure services represented in ACR
(Service Level 2) over the last 12 months (one point for any one of
the below, max of 5 points).
Service Level 2 = all except:
• Virtual Machines
• Virtual Machines Licenses

*All dates and requirements subject to change.
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Solutions Partner for Modern Work

Solutions Partner for Modern Work
As a Solutions partner for Modern Work, you demonstrate your broad capability to help customers boost their productivity and make the shift to
hybrid work using Microsoft 365. Becoming a Solutions partner for Modern Work gives customers a way to identify you as a partner that has both the
commitment to training, accreditation, and has delivered solutions that lead to customer success.
For these activities describe the work that you do, consider Solutions partner for Modern Work:
•
•
•

•
•
•

Deploying, driving adoption of, and managing Microsoft 365 apps and services to help customers work,
learn, organize, connect, and create
Empowering personal computing with deployment and modern management services for Windows
and Windows 365
Implementing, driving adoption of, and managing Microsoft Teams, Microsoft Teams Devices, and
Microsoft Teams Rooms to help customers communicate and collaborate with chat, meetings, and
calls
Delivering services and solutions to digitally enable customers’ frontline workers
Delivering employee experience services and solutions for Microsoft Viva to help customers harness
knowledge and expertise, amplify culture and communications, accelerate skilling and growth, or
balance productivity and wellbeing
Building custom apps and solutions on the Microsoft 365 platform to meet the specific needs of your
customers.

For more information about measurements specific to Solutions partner for Modern Work, click here.
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Requirements for Modern Work
Three categories make up the framework for Solutions partner for Modern Work: performance, skilling, and
customer success. Points will be earned through performance, certifications and exams and the number of successful deployed customer solutions
Underlying data source

Eligible attributions

Threshold enterprise

Threshold SMB

Performance

Net Customer Adds

Max Points
20

IDEAS

Enterprise: CPOR, DPOR
SMB: CPOR, CSP Tier-1 & 2

5

10

Skilling

20
25

Intermediate Certifications

Microsoft M365 Fundamentales (MS-900) OR
Messaging Administrator Associate (MS-203) OR
MD Administrator Associate (MD-100 + MD -101) OR
Teams Administrator Associate (MS-700)
Developer Associate (MS-600)

N/A

4

2

10

Advanced Certifications

Enterprise Administrator Expert (MS-100 + MS 101)

N/A

2

1

15

Customer Success

55

Usage Growth

IDEAS

Enterprise: CPOR, DPOR
SMB: CPOR, CSP Tier-1 & 2

CPOR: 1000 MAU Growth in TTM
DPOR: 4000 MAU Growth in TTM

CPOR: 500 MAU Growth in TTM
CSP: 2000 MAU Growth in TTM

30

Deployments

IDEAS

Enterprise: CPOR, DPOR
SMB: CPOR, CSP Tier-1 & 2

CPOR: 5 neue deployments in TTM
DPOR: 10 neue deployments in TTM

CPOR: 5 neue deployments in TTM
CSP: 10 neue deployments in TTM

25

Total

100

Minimum total points required for solutions partner designation

70

Product eligibility
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Eligible workloads: InTune, EXO, ProPlus, SPO, Teams, Teams Meetings, TeamsPhonecalling1p/3p, Teams Platform, Yammer.
Eligible SKUs: All paid Modern Work (Microsoft 365, Office 365 and Office 2019) commercial SKUs, and all paid education license/SKUs.

Requirements for Modern Work: Performance
Enterprise eligibility path
•

•
•
•
•
•

Eligible partner association types: CPOR, DPOR. Customer adds
must be deduped so that a partner does not get credited multiple
times for a single customer if they have more than one association
type
Eligible workloads: InTune, EXO, ProPlus, SPO, Teams, Teams
Meetings, Teams Phone Calling 1p/3p, Teams Platform, Yammer
Eligible customers: Tenants where Paid Available Units (PAU) for
at least one eligible workload is >300
Eligible SKUs: All paid Modern Work (Microsoft 365, Office 365 and
Office 2019) commercial SKUs, and all paid education license
Calculation of Net Customer Adds: [# of current customers
(tenants)] – [# of customers (tenants) 12 months prior]
Target for max points: 5 Net Customer Adds in TTM

*All dates and requirements subject to change.
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SMB eligibility path
•

•
•
•
•
•

Eligible partner association types: CPOR, CSP. Customer adds
must be deduped so that a partner does not get credited multiple
times for a single customer if they have more than one association
type
Eligible workloads: InTune, EXO, ProPlus, SPO, Teams, Teams
Meetings, TeamsPhonecalling1p/3p, Teams Platform, Yammer
Eligible customers: Tenants where Paid Available Units (PAU) for
at least one eligible workload is <= 300 AND > 10
Eligible SKUs: All paid Modern Work (Microsoft 365, Office 365 and
Office 2019) commercial SKUs, and all paid education license
Calculation of Net Customer Adds: [# of current eligible customers
(tenants)] – [# of customers (tenants) 12 months prior]
Target for max points: 10 Net Customer Adds in TTM

Requirements for Modern Work: Skilling
Intermediate Certifications

Advanced Certifications

The number of individuals at a partner who have achieved one of the
Microsoft 365 Associate certifications.

The number of individuals at a partner who have achieved one of the
Microsoft 365 Expert certifications.

•

Eligible Microsoft 365 expert certifications:
• Enterprise Administrator Expert (MS-100 + MS-101)

Eligible Microsoft 365 associate certifications:
• Microsoft 365 Fundamentals (MS-900 )OR
•

Messaging Admin Associate ( MS-203) OR

•

Modern Desktop Admin Associate (MD-100 + MD-101) OR

•

Teams Administrator Associate (MS-700) OR

•

Developer Associate (MS-600)

*All dates and requirements subject to change.
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Requirements for Modern Work: Customer Success – Usage Growth
Enterprise eligibility path

SMB eligibility path

Initial proposed business rules:
•
Eligible partner association types: CPOR, DPOR
•
Target differs based on partner association type i.e., there is one target for CPOR and
another for DPOR/DAP. Partners will be awarded points based on the partner
association type that earns them the most points. They cannot earn points from
multiple association types for one metric. For DPOR/DAP, usage growth must be
deduped so that a partner does not get double credit for a single customer if they
have both DPOR and DAP associations
•
Eligible workloads: InTune, EXO, ProPlus, SPO, Teams, Teams Meetings,
TeamsPhonecalling1p/3p, Teams Platform, Yammer
•
Eligible customers: Tenants where Paid Available Units (PAU) for at least one eligible
workload is > 300
•
Eligible SKUs: All paid Modern Work (Microsoft 365, Office 365 and Office 2019)
commercial SKUs, and all paid education license/SKUs
•
Calculation of Usage Growth:
• [Sum of MAU] – [Sum of MAU 12 months prior] – [Sum of MAU at the time
the workload/customer was claimed by or associated with the partner IF the
claim/association occurred within the trailing 12-month period]
• Above calculation only credits the partner with MAU growth from the time
they claim/associate with a customer; they do not get credit for MAU that
existed prior to their claim/association

•
•

*All dates and requirements subject to change.
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•
•
•
•
•

Eligible partner association types: CPOR, CSP
Target differs based on partner association type i.e., there is one target for CPOR and
another for CSP. Partners will be awarded points based on the partner association
type that earns them the most points. They cannot earn points from multiple
association types for one metric
Eligible workloads: InTune, EXO, ProPlus, SPO, Teams, Teams Meetings
TeamsPhonecalling1p/3p, Teams Platform, Yammer
Eligible customers: Tenants where Paid Available Units (PAU) for at least one eligible
workload is <= 300 AND > 10
Eligible SKUs: All paid Modern Work (Microsoft 365, Office 365 and Office 2019)
commercial SKUs, and all paid education license/SKUs
Calculation of Usage Growth:
• [Sum of MAU] – [Sum of MAU 12 months prior] – [Sum of MAU at the time
the workload/customer was claimed by or associated with the partner IF the
claim/association occurred within the trailing 12-month period]
• Above calculation only credits the partner with MAU growth from the time
they claim/associate with a customer; they do not get credit for MAU that
existed prior to their claim/association

Requirements for Modern Work: Customer Success – Deployments
Enterprise eligibility path

SMB eligibility path

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

Eligible partner association types: CPOR, DPOR
Target differs based on partner association type i.e., there is one target for CPOR and
another for DPOR/DAP. Partners will be awarded points based on the partner
association type that earns them the most points. They cannot earn points from
multiple association types for one metric. For DPOR/DAP, usage growth must be
deduped so that a partner does not get double credit for a single customer if they
have both DPOR and DAP associations
Eligible workloads: InTune, EXO, ProPlus, SPO, Teams, Teams Meetings,
TeamsPhonecalling1p/3p, Teams Platform, Yammer
Eligible customers: Tenants where Paid Available Units (PAU) for at least one eligible
workload is > 300
Eligible SKUs: All paid Modern Work (Microsoft 365, Office 365 and Office 2019)
commercial SKUs, and all paid education license/SKUs
Calculation of Deployment:
• [# of services where MAU/PAU >= 40%] – [# of services where MAU/PAU >=
40% 12 months prior] – [# of services where MAU/PAU >= 40% at the time
the workload/customer was claimed by or associated with the partner IF the
claim/association occurred within the trailing 12-month period]
• Above calculation excludes Deployments that were claimed/associated
within the last 12 months and were already >40% at the time of
claim/association
*All dates and requirements subject to change.
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•
•
•
•

Eligible partner association types: CPOR, CSP
Target differs based on partner association type i.e., there is one target for CPOR and
another for CSP. Partners will be awarded points based on the partner association
type that earns them the most points. They cannot earn points from multiple
association types for one metric
Eligible workloads: InTune, EXO, ProPlus, SPO, Teams, Teams Meetings,
TeamsPhonecalling1p/3p, Teams Platform, Yammer
Eligible customers: Tenants where Paid Available Units (PAU) for at least one eligible
workload is <= 300 AND > 10
Eligible SKUs: All paid Modern Work (Microsoft 365, Office 365 and Office 2019)
commercial SKUs, and all paid education license/SKUs
Calculation of Deployment:
• [# of services where MAU/PAU >= 40%] – [# of services where MAU/PAU >=
40% 12 months prior] – [# of services where MAU/PAU >= 40% at the time
the workload/customer was claimed by or associated with the partner IF the
claim/association occurred within the trailing 12-month period]
• Above calculation excludes Deployments that were claimed/associated
within the last 12 months and were already >40% at the time of
claim/association

Solutions Partner for Security

Solutions Partner for Security
As a Solutions partner for Security, you demonstrate your broad capability to help customers safeguard their entire organization with integrated
security, compliance, and identity solutions. Becoming a Solutions partner for Security gives customers a way to identify you as a partner that has
both the commitment to training, accreditation, and has delivered solutions that lead to customer success.
If these activities describe the work that you do, consider Solutions partner for Security:

•

Implementing, managing, and monitoring security and compliance solutions for customer cloud and hybrid
environments.

•

Planning, deploying, and managing Microsoft 365 mobility and security services to keep enterprise customers
secure, compliant, and connected

For more information about measurements specific to Solutions partner for Security, click here
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Requirements for Security
Underlying data source

Eligible attributions

Threshold

Performance

Max Points

20

M365 Net Customer Adds

IDEAS

CPOR

At least 5 net customer associations/adds in TTM

10

Azure Net Customer Adds

Azure Health Report

PAL

At least 5 net customer adds in TTM

10

Skilling

Intermediate Certifications

40

WW Learning Platform

N/A

6 individuals with:
Microsoft 365 Security Administrator Associate (MS - 500) and
Azure Security Engineer (AZ- 500) AND at least one of the following:
• Microsoft Security Operations Analyst (SC-200) OR
• Microsoft Identity and Access Administrator (SC-300) OR
• Microsoft Information Protection Administrator (SC-400)

Customer Success

40

40

M365 Deployments

IDEAS

CPOR

3 customers in TTM crossing 15% threshold on eligible Security
workloads

10

Azure Security Deployments

Azure Health Report

PAL

3 customers with more than $12,000 Security ACR TTM

10

M365 Usage Growth

IDEAS

CPOR

At least 2,500 net total MPU growth based on TTM

10

Azure Security Usage Growth

Azure Health Report

PAL

At least $25,000 net total Security ACR growth based on TTM

10

Total

100

Minimum total points required for Solutions partner designation (based on single path max)

70

*All dates and requirements subject to change.
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Requirements for Security: Performance
Net customer adds – M365

Net customer adds – Azure Security

•

This category will be tied to customer association in CPOR. A
customer is defined as a unique tenant ID

•

This category will be tied to customer association through PAL. A
customer is defined as a unique TPID

•

Net customer adds is calculated monthly as customers added
minus customers lost and aggregated over 12 months

•

Net customer adds is calculated monthly as customers added
minus customers lost and aggregated over 12 months

•

A customer add is defined under these conditions: When a
customer has no paid seats in a prior month but has at least
twenty-five paid seats in the current month

•

A customer add is defined under these conditions: When a
customer has at least a monthly average of at least $100 of
Security Azure Consumed Revenue TTM, and a monthly average
of less than $25 ACR in the previous 12 months

•

A customer lost is defined under these conditions: When a
customer has at least twenty-five paid seats in their tenant in a
prior month and does not have any paid seats in the current
month

•

A customer lost is defined under these conditions: When a
customer had at least a monthly average of $100 of Security Azure
Consumed Revenue in the prior TTM and has a monthly average of
less than $25 of Security Azure Consumed Revenue in the current
TTM

*All dates and requirements subject to change.
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Requirements for Security: Skilling

Intermediate Skilling
•
•
•

The applicable certifications for the Security Verified partner designation are:
Partner should have a minimum of six individual certified engineers to achieve full points for this category
A certified engineer has achieved certifications Microsoft 365 Security Administrator Associate (MS-500) AND Azure Security Engineer (AZ-500)
and at least one of the following:
•
•
•

Microsoft Security Operations Analyst (SC-200) OR
Microsoft Identity and Access Administrator (SC-300) OR
Microsoft Information Protection Administrator (SC-400)

*All dates and requirements subject to change.
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Requirements for Security: Customer Success – Usage Growth
Usage Growth – M365

Usage Growth – Azure Security

•
•

Partners will qualify based on monthly protected users
Monthly protected user growth is defined as the growth of monthly
protected users across the partner’s entire customer base over the past
12 months after the point of the customer’s association to that partner

• Partners will qualify based on Security ACR

Monthly protected users are counted per workload at the tenant level
and summed up per workload across only the paid subscriptions under
the tenant
The monthly protected user growth indicators compare the current
month against a baseline from 12 months ago

• Security ACR is counted at the tenant level and summed up across only
the paid subscriptions under the tenant

•

Monthly protected users are calculated at the end of every month

• Security ACR is calculated at the end of every month

•

Partners are associated to tenants at the subscription level.
Subscriptions are mapped to qualifying products

• Partners are associated to tenants at the subscription level. Subscriptions
are mapped to qualifying products

•
•

• Security ACR growth is defined as the growth of Security ACR across the
partner’s entire customer base over the past 12 months

• Security ACR growth indicators compare the current month against a
baseline from 12 months ago

Security Partner: An update will soon be available that combines points between M365 and Azure for net new customers, deployments and usage
growth. Partners can achieve the maximum points for each subcategory using either M365, Azure, or both.
*All dates and requirements subject to change.
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Requirements for Security: Customer Success – Deployments
Deployments – M365

Deployments – Azure

•

• Partners will qualify based on Security ACR to show customer impact
• A deployment is required at the customer’s production tenant
environment
• A deployment must meet a minimum number of customers with a
minimum of $12,000 Security ACR TTM; calculation occurs at the end of
every month
• A tenant is considered to have crossed the monthly active user threshold
if the tenant was:
• Below the specified threshold 12 months ago and crossed that
theres hold at least once over the subsequent 11 months
• Partners are associated to tenants at the subscription level. Subscriptions
are mapped to qualifying products

•
•
•
•
•

•

Partners will qualify based on monthly protected users to show
customer impact
A deployment is required at the customer’s production tenant
environment
A deployment must have at least at least twenty-five paid seats in the
current month
A deployment must meet the minimum number of customers (3) with
15 percent of monthly protected users deployed
No points are awarded for customers with less than 15 perfect deployed
monthly protected users
Monthly protected users are counted per workload at the tenant level
and summed up per workload across only the paid subscriptions under
the tenant
A tenant is considered to have crossed the monthly protected user
threshold if the tenant was:
• Below the specified threshold 12 months ago
• Crossed that threshold at least once over the subsequent 11
months
*All dates and requirements subject to change.
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Solutions Partner for Business
Applications

Solutions Partner for Business Applications
As a Solutions partner for Business Applications, you demonstrate your broad capability to deliver solutions with Dynamics 365 and Power Platform.
Becoming a Solutions partner for Business Applications gives customers a way to identify you as a partner that has both the commitment to training,
accreditation, and has delivered solutions that lead to customer success.
If these activities describe the work that you do, consider Solutions partner for Business Applications:
•

Cloud Business Applications

•

Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)

•

Project and Portfolio

For more information about measurements specific to Solutions partner for Business Applications, click here.
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Requirements for Business Applications
Underlying data source

Eligible attributions

Threshold enterprise
(Larger markets)

Threshold enterprise
(Other markets)

Performance

Net Customer Adds

Max Points

15

FD&E Finance

CSP/Dalton
D365: CPOR, CPOR RevRec, CSP Tier 1/2, DPOR, Dalton-Based
Power Platform: CPOR, CSP Tier 1/2, DPOR, Dalton-Based

15

5

Skilling

15
35

Intermediate Certs

Partner Center or HERE

N/A

20 Functional Consultants + Developer

10 Functional Consultants + Developer

20

Advanced Certs

Partner Center or HERE

N/A

7 Architects

3 Architects

15

Customer Success

50

Deployments

FD&E Finance

D365: CPOR, CPOR RevRec, CSP Tier 1/2, DPOR, Dalton-Based
Power Platform: PAL

10 Production deployments, MIN 10,000
monthly consumption value

5 Production deployments, MIN 5,000
monthly consumption value

20

Usage Growth

FD&E Finance

D365: CPOR, CPOR RevRec, CSP Tier 1/2, DPOR, Dalton-Based
Power Platform: PAL

Monthly consumption value growth of 30%+
across all customers (vs baseline>= 100,000)

Monthly consumption value growth of
30%+ across all customers (vs baseline>=
50,000)

30

Total

100

Minimum total points required for solutions partner designation

70

Product eligibility
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AI BUILDER, BUSINESS CENTRAL, CE BUNDLE, COMMERCE, CUSTOMER INSIGHTS, CUSTOMER SERVICE, CUSTOMER VOICE, F&O BUNDLE, FIELD SERVICE, FINANCE, FRAUD PROTECTION,
MARKETING, MIXED REALITY, POWER APPS, POWER AUTOMATE, POWER BI PREMIUM/PRO, POWER VIRTUAL AGENT, PROJECT OPERATIONS, SALES, SUPPLY CHAIN, TALENT/HR

Requirements for Business Application: Performance
Eligibility path

SMB eligibility path

•

For max points (Larger markets): 15 Customer Adds (current month
adjusted revenue >$1500 and current month partner attached
adjusted revenue >$0)

Conditions for subscriptions:
• The subscription must be active and the adjusted revenue for the
workload, summed up across all the active subscriptions for that
workload attached to the partner, must exceed $1500

•

For max points (Other markets): 5 Customer Adds (current month
adjusted revenue >$1500 and current month partner attached
adjusted revenue >$0)

•

This indicator’s points are calculated as follows:
•

•

A customer add is when one of our specified workloads is
added, via an active subscription that exceeds $1500, to
the customer during the trailing twelve month ago
Net customer adds simply counts the number of workloads
with active subscriptions >$1500 in the current month and
subtracts the number of workloads with active
subscriptions >$1500 twelve months ago

*All dates and requirements subject to change.
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•

The partner must have >$0 of partner attached adjusted revenue
for summed up across all their associated subscriptions for that
workload under that customer

•

Multiple partners can get credit for new workloads under the same
customer in the same 12-month period

•

Net customers are added across all sales channels

Requirements for Business Application: Skilling
Intermediate Certifications

Advanced Certifications

•
•
•

Relevant role-based certifications are listed below
For max points (Larger markets): 20 functional consultants + developers
For max points (Other markets): 10 functional consultants + developers

•
•
•

Relevant role-based certifications are listed below
For max points (Larger Markets): 7 architects
For max points (Other markets): 3 architects

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dynamics 365 Finance Functional Consultant Associate (MB-300)
Dynamics 365 Commerce Functional Consultant Associate (MB-300 & MB-340)
Dynamics 365: Finance and Operations Apps Developer Associate (MB-300 & MB-500)
Dynamics 365 Supply Chain Management Functional Consultant Associate (MB-300)
Dynamics 365 SCM, Manufacturing Functional Consultant Associate (MB-300 & MB-320)
Dynamics 365 Customer Service Functional Consultant Associate (PL-200 & MB-230)
Dynamics 365 Sales Functional Consultant Associate (PL-200 & MB-210)
Dynamics 365 Field Service Functional Consultant Associate (PL-200 & MB-210)
Dynamics 365 Business Central Functional Consultant Associate (MB - 800)
Power Apps + Dynamics 365 Developer Associate (MB-200 & MB-400)
Dynamics 365 Marketing Functional Consultant Associate (PL-200 & MB-220)
Power Platform App Maker Associate (PL-100)
Data Analyst Associate (PL-300)
Power Platform Functional Consultant Associate (PL-200)
Power Platform Developer Associate (PL-400)

•
•
•

Dynamics 365: Finance and Operations Apps Solution Architect Expert (MB-700)
Dynamics 365 + Power Platform Solution Architect Expert (MB-600)
Power Platform Solution Architect Expert (PL-600)

*All dates and requirements subject to change.
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Requirements for Business Applications: Customer Success
Usage Growth: Amount of Dynamics 365 and Power Platform usage and consumption growth in a trailing 12-month period from customers claimed by or associated with a partner

Eligibility path
This indicator's points are calculated for the Business Applications Solutions partner designation as follows:
Monthly consumption value growth is defined as the growth of consumption (monthly active users or capacity) multiplied by the
consumption rate, across the entire customer base over the past 12 months.
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

The monthly consumption value growth indicator compares the current month against a baseline from 12 months ago.
Monthly consumption value is calculated at the end of every month.
Monthly consumption value growth is defined differently for partners operating in Larger markets vs. other markets.
For Larger markets partners to be eligible for points, they must have a baseline of at least 100,000 consumption value units across their entire customer base
12 months ago.
For Other markets partners to be eligible for points, they must have a baseline of at least 50,000 consumption value units across their entire customer base
12 months ago.
This indicator will use PAL across the Power Platform and Customer Insights workloads (where partner monthly consumption value association will occur at
the resource-level not at subscription grain) and Subscription association for Dynamics workloads.
The resource varies by workload. For Power BI it is a dataset. For Power Apps it is a production app. For Power Automate it is a production flow. For
Customer Insights it is Customer Profiles.

*All dates and requirements subject to change.
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Requirements for Business Applications: Customer Success
Deployments The number of net new Dynamics 365 and Power Platform deployments services that cross the usage threshold in a trailing 12-month period from
customers claimed by or associated with a partner

Eligibility path
This indicator's points are calculated as follows:
•

A deployment is when one of the specified workloads crosses the MIN monthly consumption value at the customer during the trailing twelvemonth period.

•

New deployments counts the number of deployments that have the MIN monthly consumption value in the current month and subtracts the
number of workloads that have the MIN monthly consumption value twelve months ago.

•

For Larger markets, each new deployment must cross 10,000 monthly consumption value. For Other markets, each new deployment must cross
5,000 monthly consumption value.

•

This indicator will use PAL across the Power Platform and Customer Insights workloads (where partner monthly consumption value association will
occur at the resource-level not at subscription grain) and Subscription association for Dynamics workloads.

•

The resource varies by workload. For Power BI it is a dataset. For Power Apps it is a production app. For Power Automate it is a production flow. For
Customer Insights it is Customer Profiles.

*All dates and requirements subject to change.
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Benefits
General Benefits, Solution Area Specific Benefits &
Specialization Benefits

Marketing & Support Benefits ( All Solution Areas)

51

Benefits Infrastructure (Azure)

52

Benefits Solutions Partner for Data & AI (Azure)

53

Benefits Solutions Partner for Digital and App Innovation (Azure)

54

Benefits Solutions Partner for Modern Work

55

Benefits Solutions Partner for Security

56

Benefits Solutions Partner for Business Applications

57

Specializations and expert
programs product benefits

Specializations and expert programs benefits categories
The classification of specializations and expert
programs for the purposes of benefits provisioning
and capping is based on the current advanced
specialization classification and includes the Azure
Expert MSP program. For clarity, these
classifications and the associated
specializations and expert programs are listed
below.

Category
Azure

Details are subject to change.

Busines Application

Modern work

Security
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Specialization or expert program name
Azure Expert MSP
Windows Server and SQL Server Migration to Microsoft Azure
Linux and Open Source Database Migration to Microsoft Azure
SAP on Microsoft Azure
Data Warehouse Migration to Microsoft Azure
Kubernetes on Microsoft Azure
Modernization of Web Applications to Microsoft Azure
Microsoft Windows Virtual Desktop
Analytics on Microsoft Azure
Microsoft Azure VMware Solution
AI and Machine Learning on Microsoft Azure
DevOps with GitHub on Microsoft Azure H
Hybrid Operations and Management with Microsoft Azure Arc
Hybrid Cloud Infrastructure with Microsoft Azure Stack HCI
Networking Services in Microsoft Azure
Microsoft Low Code Application Development
Small and Midsize Business Management
Adoption and Change Management
Calling for Microsoft Teams
Customer Solutions for Microsoft Teams
Meetings and Meeting Rooms for Microsoft Teams
Teamwork Deployment
Cloud Security
Identity and Access Management
Information Protection and Governance
Threat Protection

Specializations and expert programs benefits
More Information
As part of the benefits associated with the solutions partner designation, if you
subsequently earn a specialization, you will receive incremental product benefits to help
further accelerate your business. Incremental benefits for specialization and expert
programs are only available with solutions partner benefits and can not be added to
legacy benefits.
Each category of the specializations and expert programs (Azure, Business Applications,
Modern Work and Security) has individual maximum cap amounts for benefits
provisioning: the number of specializations or expert programs in that category which
will be eligible for incremental product benefits. Refer to the table of specializations and
expert programs benefits categories at the end of this section for the classification. The
max cap amounts are outlined in the following tables. Details are subject to change.
Specialization and expert program benefits will be provided at the solutions partner
anniversary date, or at the date of attainment through the remainder of the anniversary
year for additional specializations and expert programs attained (within the respective
max cap amounts). Refer to the illustrative example for more details.
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Specializations and expert programs benefits

61

Specializations and expert programs benefits

62

Specializations and expert programs benefits
Example “CONTOSO”
Review this illustrative example to better understand
how the benefits are provided to solutions partners
for their solutions partner designation(s) and
specialization(s) or expert program(s). In this
example, ‘benefits’ refers to the items listed in this
document and
excludes other provisions such as badging. Details
are subject to change.
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Additional Links & Information
• Evolving Microsoft Partner Network programs for partner
growth and customer success (Microsoft Announcement)
• Solutions Partner (microsoft.com)
• Partner FAQ
• Partner Website

• Microsoft Cloud Solution Provider Programm
• Solutions Partner Benefits Guide
Do you have questions on Microsoft certification training ?
Please contact us : academy.microsoft@techdata.com or check
out our certification overview with links to our planned Microsoft
training!
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Microsoft Certifications Overview & Schedule
MICROSOFT 365

▾ Specialty

•
•
•
•

Azure for SAP Workloads

(Az-120)

Windows Virtual Desktop

(AZ-140)

Azure IoT Developer

(Az-220)

Azure Cosmos DB Developer

(DP-420)

▾ Expert

• Azure Solutions Architect
• DevOps Engineer

(AZ-305)
(Az-400)

▾ Associate

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Azure Administrator

(AZ-104)

Azure Developer

(AZ 204)

Azure Security Engineer

(AZ-500)

Azure Stack Hub Operator

(AZ-600)

Azure Network Engineer

(AZ-700)

DYNAMICS 365

▾Specialty
Specialty
▾

▾ Specialty

• M365 Teams Support Engineer
(MS-740*)
• Exchange Online Support Engineer Speciality (MS-220)

• Customer Data Platform

▾ Expert

▾ Expert

• M365 Enterprise Administrator (MS-100 + MS-101)
• M365 Teams Voice Engineer
(MS-720)

Finance & Operations Apps

▾ Associate

▾ Associate

•
•
•
•
•

M365 Messaging Admin

(MS-203)

M365 Security Admin.

(MS-500)

M365 Developer

(MS-600)

M365 Teams Admin

(MS-700)

M365 Modern Desktop Admin.

(MD-100 + MD-101)

Windows Server Hybrid Admin (AZ-800 + AZ-801)
Azure AI Engineer
Azure Data Scientist

(DP-100)

Azure Data Engineer

(DP-203)

Azure Database Administrator

(DP-300)

Azure Enterprise Data Analyst Associate (DP-500)

▾ Specialty
(MB-260)

▾ Expert

• PP Solution Arch.

• F & O Apps Solution Arch.

•
•
•
•

▾ Associate

Dyn 365 Sales FC

(PL-200 + MB210)

Dyn 365 Marketing FC

(PL-200 +MB220)

Dyn 365 Customer Service FC

(PL-200 +MB230)

Dyn 365 Field Service FC

(PL-200+MB240)

Finance & Operations Apps
Dyn 365 Finance FC

(MB-300 +MB310)

Dyn 365 SCM Manufact. FC

(MB-300 +MB320)

Dyn 365 SCM FC

(MB-300 +MB330)

Dyn 365 Commerce FC

(MB-300 +MB340)

Dyn 365 F&O Apps Developer

(MB-300 +MB500)

•
•
•
•
•

PP App Maker

(PL-100)

PP Funct. Consultant

(PL-200)

PP Developer

(PL-400)

Power BI Data Analyst

(PL-300)

PA RPA Developer Associate

(PL-500)

Business Central

• Dyn 365 Business Central FC
▾ Fundamentals

• Azure Fundamentals
• Azure AI Fundamentals
• Azure Data Fundamentals

(PL-600)

(MB-700)

Customer Engagement Apps

•
•
•
•
•

(AI-102)

POWER PLATFORM

▾ Fundamentals

• M365 Fundamentals

(AZ-900)

(MB-800)

▾ Fundamentals
(MS-900)

(AI-900)

• Dynamics 365 Customer Engagement
• Dynamics 365 Finance & Operations

▾ Fundamentals
(MB-910)

• Power Platform Fundamentals

(PL-900)

(MB-920)

(DP-900)

SECURITY, COMPLIANCE & IDENTITY

• Security, Compliance & Identity Fundamentals
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(SC-900)

• Security Operations Analyst Associate
• Identity & Access Admin Associate
• Information Protection Admin Associate

(SC-200)
(SC-300)
(SC-400)

• M365 Security Admin. .
• Azure Security Engineer
• Cybersecurity Architect Expert

(MS-500)
(AZ-500)
(SC-100)
academy.techdata.com

* no Microsoft Official Courseware available yet
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